
 

Take My Hand 1 Nicola Haken

Yeah, reviewing a book Take My Hand 1 Nicola Haken could mount up your near friends
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out
does not suggest that you have fabulous points.

Comprehending as capably as conformity even more than supplementary will pay for each
success. next-door to, the proclamation as capably as perception of this Take My Hand 1 Nicola
Haken can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

The Cage Phix Publishing
Dainelle Jones is just your average girl. She
graduated college with a biology degree, and
plans to go to grad school the following
august to finish her studies to become a
physical therapist. she was a part of sorority in
college, with her best friend, Scarlet. Dainelle
doesn't realize whats is going to happen
during her summer vacation in Italy. But she
won't ever be that average girl again.
-----Nicola Rosi isn't your average man. He
never went to a public school in his life,
always home schooled by a tutor. He was
born into a wicked way of life and is content
with it. Always being feared and getting to tell
others what to do. Until he stumbles upon a
certain girl who changes his perspective of life.
Swimming with Sharks Dark Shadow
Publishing
In this first book of Steele Ridge's exciting new
series, The Blackwells, USA Today bestselling
author Tracey Devlyn plunges readers into the
dangerous world of asset recovery with this
one-night stand, frenemies to lovers story
between a burned out recovery agent and a

single mom who leads the FBI's art crime
cases. A treasure hunter thought he had
everything in his life firmly in hand until a
chance encounter with a mysterious redhead
tests the limits of his self-control. When FBI
Special Agent Olivia Westcott’s boss hands
over her next assignment, she has an
opportunity to retrieve a priceless artifact and
shut down a high-profile drug scheme in one
fell swoop. All Liv has to do is work with the
lead recovery agent of Blackwell Asset
Recovery Services—with whom she’d had a
passionate one-night stand two weeks
prior—and not let her feelings compromise the
case. Zeke Blackwell still struggles with
running the family business after his older
brother unexpectedly left him in charge. Now
he has the added responsibility of keeping
drugs off the streets of small towns across
Western North Carolina and keeping his hands
off the too-enticing special agent while they’re
planning the joint operation. As if that’s not
enough to keep him up at night, he’s also
searching for a centuries-old treasure that
could change the course of his and his family’s
lives. But what starts as a high-value asset
recovery spirals out of control when their
enemies force Liv and Zeke to stay one step
ahead of danger. Is their attraction worth the
risk? Or will they find themselves playing a
game too dangerous to survive? If you would
like to read the entire Steele Ridge series,
here's a complete list. The Steeles: The
Beginning Going Hard Living Fast Loving Deep
Breaking Free Roaming Wild Stripping Bare
Enduring Love The Kingstons: Craving Heat
Tasting Fire Searing Need Vowing Love
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Striking Edge Burning Ache The Blackwells:
Flash Point Smoke Screen Cross Roads Crash
Course End Game
The Sullivans Boxed Set Books 1-3
(Contemporary Romance) J-Novel Club
Harlequin Presents brings you four full-
length stories in one collection!
Experience the glamorous lives of royals
and billionaires, where passion knows no
bounds. Be swept into a world of luxury,
wealth and exotic locations. This box set
includes: ITALIAN NIGHTS TO CLAIM
THE VIRGIN by USA TODAY bestselling
author Sharon Kendrick Billionaire
Alessio can think of nothing worse than
attending another fraught family event
alone. So, upon finding Nicola
moonlighting as a waitress to make ends
meet, they strike a bargain. He’ll pay the
innocent to accompany him to Italy…as
his girlfriend! KIDNAPPED FOR THE
ACOSTA HEIR (A The Acostas! novel)
by USA TODAY bestselling author Susan
Stephens One unforgettable night with
Alejandro leaves Sienna carrying a nine-
month secret! But before she has the
chance to confess, he discovers the truth
and steals her away on his superyacht.
Now, Sienna is about to realize how intent
Alejandro is on claiming his child…
SECRETLY PREGNANT BY THE
TYCOON by Bella Mason Hannah flies
across the globe to reveal her pregnancy
to Matt. But his guarded reaction leaves
her questioning how he’s the same man
who fulfilled her greatest desires! If
she’s to uproot her world he’ll have to let
her in! RIVALS AT THE ROYAL ALTAR
by Julieanne Howells When the off-limits
chemistry that Prince Sebastian and
Queen Agnesse have long ignored
explodes...the consequences are legally
binding! They have faced heartbreak
apart. But if they can finally believe that
love exists…it could help them face their
biggest trial together. For more stories
filled with passion and drama, look for
Harlequin Presents June 2023 Box Set – 2
of 2

All I Want Series Boxset,
Books 1-6 Random House
Winner of the 2023 NAACP
Image Award for Outstanding
Literary Work - Fiction
“Deeply empathetic yet
unflinching in its gaze…an
unforgettable exploration of
responsibility and
redemption.”—Celeste Ng
Inspired by true events that
rocked the nation, a searing
and compassionate new novel
about a Black nurse in post-
segregation Alabama who blows
the whistle on a terrible
injustice done to her
patients, from the New York
Times bestselling author of
Wench Montgomery, Alabama,
1973. Fresh out of nursing
school, Civil Townsend
intends to make a difference,
especially in her African
American community. At the
Montgomery Family Planning
Clinic, she hopes to help
women shape their destinies,
to make their own choices for
their lives and bodies. But
when her first week on the
job takes her along a dusty
country road to a worn-down
one-room cabin, Civil is
shocked to learn that her new
patients, Erica and India,
are children—just eleven and
thirteen years old. Neither
of the Williams sisters has
even kissed a boy, but they
are poor and Black, and for
those handling the family’s
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welfare benefits, that’s
reason enough to have the
girls on birth control. As
Civil grapples with her role,
she takes India, Erica, and
their family into her heart.
Until one day she arrives at
their door to learn the
unthinkable has happened, and
nothing will ever be the same
for any of them. Decades
later, with her daughter grown
and a long career in her wake,
Dr. Civil Townsend is ready to
retire, to find her peace, and
to leave the past behind. But
there are people and stories
that refuse to be forgotten.
That must not be forgotten.
Because history repeats what
we don’t remember. Inspired by
true events and brimming with
hope, Take My Hand is a
stirring exploration of
accountability and redemption.
“Highlights the horrific
discrepancies in our
healthcare system and
illustrates their
heartbreaking
consequences.”—Essence
I Let Him Go: The heartbreaking book from the
mother of James Bulger Custard Books
Are you looking to brush up on your English
idioms? English for Everyone: English Idioms can
help you to understand the context and use of
hundreds of native English expressions. Take your
practical English usage to the next level and build
your confidence in spoken and written English by
visually connecting the literal and idiomatic
meaning of common English phrases such as, “on
cloud nine”, “snowed under”, and many more.
With supporting audio available online, sample
sentences throughout the book, collocations, and

common mistakes to watch out for, English for
Everyone: English Idioms can help you confidently
progress your English language from advanced to
fluent in both social and business environments.
About English For Everyone English for Everyone is
a series of guides and practice books that support
English learning for teenagers and adults from a
beginner level, to intermediate, and advanced
practical English. Offering a fun and easy-to-follow
format that offers guidance for both teaching
English as a foreign language, and a self-study
approach with resources available to improve
English speaking, reading, and writing. Whether
you are looking for ESL teaching resources, or a
structured program for adults to learn English as a
second language, the English for Everyone Series
provides: - Sample language examples: New
language topics are introduced in context using
clear, illustrated, and color-coded explanations -
Supporting audio: Extensive English-speaking audio
materials integrated into every unit, giving vital oral
and listening practice. (All supplementary audio is
available on the DK English for Everyone website
and IOS/Android App). - Quick referencing: Easy-
to-follow units for easy referencing and teaching -
Sentence formation guides: Visual break downs of
essential English grammar for beginners, showing
learners how to recreate even complex English
sentences - Visual English vocabulary cues: Lists of
useful English words and common phrases with
visual aids are available throughout the book The
English for Everyone Series covers the skills and
topics required for all major global English-
language exams and reference frameworks
including: - CEFR - TOEFL - IELTS - TOEIC
Crescent City Fae Complete Boxed Set
(Books, 1-3) Harlequin
Discover the Willowbury Series from Fay
Keenan 'Written with warmth and humour.
I completely fell in love with Willowbury
and its beautiful setting' Jessica Redland
This boxset contains the first 3 books in the
uplifting Willowbury series: A Place to Call
Home Snowflakes Over Bay Tree Terrace
Just for the Summer A Place to Call Home
Holly lives and works in the beautiful town
of Willowbury in Somerset. An incorrigible
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optimist, she is determined to change the
world for the better. Charlie Thorpe on the
other hand, is the ultimate pragmatist. With
responsibility for so many people, he has to
be. But when their paths cross, can Holly
and Charlie overcome their differences and
work together, or are they destined to be
forever on opposite sides? Snowflakes Over
Bay Tree Terrace Teacher Florence, and
Air Ambulance pilot Sam find themselves
thrown together in Willowbury’s seasonal
drama production. Can they allow a little bit
of winter magic to fall along with the snow?
Just for the Summer Bookshop owner Harry
and divorced newcomer Kate both have
secrets and responsibilities, and when the
trials of family life threaten their burgeoning
friendship, can they overcome the
experiences of their pasts? Will Somerset’s
most magical town cast its spell on them?
The London and Paris Observer Headline
Accent
The current theory of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) is developing along
three interwoven lines - oral, social, and
environmental. Although everybody
recognizes that although CSR is of growing
concern in a globalized economy, it being at
the top of the board of director's agenda
and also good for business, there is no sign
of consensus on its rules, structures, or
procedures. Now, this collection of essays by
leading jurists, businesspeople, and
academics takes a giant step toward a more
cohesive and durable set of principles that
can contribute to a cleaner environment
and a better society while respecting and
protecting the interests of all stakeholders.
Flash Point Strange Roads Press
LOVE IS WORTH FIGHTING FOR...
Ashley and Gio are forced on the run after
Gio's house is shot up by the mafia. They

are taken to a safehouse in New Mexico.
Gio's distant relative—a little girl whose
parents have been murdered—is there. Safe
from danger⋯ for now. Ashley immediately
takes to her, and together they wait while
Gio testifies against his cousin. There is still
a hitman after Gio and the man shows up at
the ranch while Gio is gone. Will he come
back to the ranch in time to find his family?
Or is it too late? TRUE FREEDOM
BEGINS THE MOMENT YOU HAVE
NOTHING TO HIDE⋯ Her Lonely
Mafia Boss Series Painful Stride Rough
Terrain Country Turf Search Terms: mafia
romance, romantic suspense, dark romance,
sexy hero, ageless romance, Mafia
Romance, Romantic Suspense, action
adventure, Romantic Comedy, sexy, happily
ever after, sweet love story, coming of age
romance, dark romance, bully romance,
reverse harem, new adult romance,
contemporary romance, stockholm
syndrome
Italian Men JMS Books LLC
Beginning in the Civil Rights era, the American
criminal justice system waged a campaign of
terror and warlike oppression of Black
Americans, Ronald L. Morris analyzes those
dark times, it’s cause, short- and long-term
effects, and calls for change.
Imriel Trilogy Box Set - Kushiel's Scion #1,
Kushiel's Justice #2, Kushiel's Mercy #3
Boldwood Books Ltd
BOOK ONE IN THE DI GILLIAN
MARSH MYSTERIES - A
SCINTILLATING PSYCHOLOGICAL
THRILLER. FOR FANS OF BETTY
ROWLANDS, FAITH MARTIN AND
JOY ELLIS COMES A GRIPPING
MYSTERY, BY ACCLAIMED AUTHOR
ANNA LEGAT. PARADISE IS EASILY
LOST... When fortysomething Nicola
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Eagles goes on the holiday of a lifetime to the
Maldives, she never dreams she'll fall in love
- she's too shy, too set in her ways. But then
she meets someone who changes her life for
ever... Just when things seem to be going
right for Nicola, though, she disappears
without a trace. Was it a voluntary
disappearance, or was she abducted - or
murdered? When her absence is noted back
in the UK, DI Gillian Marsh is sent to
investigate. Gillian is a good detective but
her life is dysfunctional to say the least - and
as she delves deeper into the case, she
realises that she may be out of her depth
professionally too. For Nicola's
disappearance is just the start...
____________________ Readers are
addicted to Anna's spellbinding mysteries:
'Absolutely brilliant... Her characters have
depth, there is an interesting storyline full of
mystery, murder, twists, romance and strong
female leads' ***** 'This was the first book I
had read for this author and it was brilliant...
Highly gripping, with a few twists along the
way, excellent' ***** '...plenty of twists and
turns and the quality of the writing makes it
a more enjoyable read. Anna deserves to be
one of the most popular and read crime
authors' ***** 'The plot has plenty of twists
and turns, with an unexpectedly poignant
conclusion' *****
Harlequin Presents June 2023 - Box Set 1 of 2
Penguin
A New York Times Book Review Summer
Read and Edgar Award nominee! Don’t miss
this unputdownable psychological thriller!
Perfect for fans of Lucy Foley and Ruth Ware!
When you really start to look beyond the airy
open floor plans and marble counters, Brighton
Hills is filled with secrets. Some big, some little,
some deadly. And one by one, they’re about
to be revealed⋯ “A writer to watch.”
—Publishers Weekly The perfect neighborhood

can be the perfect place to hide⋯ Who
wouldn’t want to live in Brighton Hills? This
exclusive community on the Oregon coast is the
perfect mix of luxury and natural beauty.
Stunning houses nestle beneath mighty Douglas
firs, and lush backyards roll down to the
lakefront. It’s the kind of place where
neighbors look out for one another. Sometimes
a little too closely⋯ Cora thinks her husband,
Finn, is cheating—she just needs to catch him in
the act. That’s where Paige comes in. Paige
lost her son to a hit-and-run last year, and
she’s drowning in the kind of grief that makes
people do reckless things like spying on the
locals, searching for proof that her son’s death
was no accident⋯and agreeing to Cora’s plan
to reveal what kind of man Finn really is. All the
while, their reclusive new neighbor, Georgia, is
acting more strangely every day. But what could
such a lovely young mother possibly be hiding?
Looking for another heart-pounding thriller?
Find out how far the shady residents of the
Sycamores will go to keep the stranger in their
midst from uncovering their deadly secrets in
bestselling author Seraphina Nova Glass’s
upcoming thriller, THE VACANCY IN
ROOM 10! Other thrillers from Seraphina to
keep you up all night: The Vanishing Hour
Such a Good Wife Someone’s Listening
Influential Magic (Crescent City Fae, Book 1)
Singapore New Reading Technology Pte Ltd
KUSHIEL'S SCION Stolen, tortured and enslaved
as a young boy, Imriel is now a Prince of the Blood;
third in line for the throne in a land that revels in
art, beauty and desire. It is a court steeped in
deeply laid conspiracies---and there are many who
would see the young prince dead. Some despise
him out of hatred for his mother, Melisande, who
nearly destroyed the entire realm in her quest for
power. Others because they fear he has inherited
his mother's irresistible allure---and her dangerous
gifts. As he comes of age, plagued by unwanted
desires, Imriel shares their fears. The Prince must
face his greatest test: to find his true self.
KUSHIEL'S JUSTICE After a year abroad to
study at university, Imriel returns from his
adventures a little older and somewhat wiser. But
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perhaps not wise enough. What was once a mere
spark of interest between himself and his cousin
Sidonie now ignites into a white-hot blaze. But from
commoner to peer, the whole realm would recoil
from any alliance between Sidonie, heir to the
throne, and Imriel, who bears the stigma of his
mother's misdeeds and betrayals. Praying that their
passion will peak and fade, Imriel and Sidonie
embark on an intense, secret affair. When duty calls,
Imriel honors his role as a member of the royal
family by leaving to marry a lovely, if merely sweet,
Alban princess. KUSHIEL'S MERCY Having paid
dearly for ignoring Elua's edict to love as thou wilt,
Imriel and Sidonie have finally come forward to
publicly confess their love for each other -- only to
watch the news ignite turmoil throughout the land.
Those who are old enough cannot forget the
misdeeds of Imriel's mother, Melisande, whose self-
serving lies plunged their country into war. In order
to quell the uprising, Queen Ysandre hands down a
decree: she will not divide the lovers, but neither
will she acknowledge them. And if they decide to
marry, Sidonie will be disinherited. That is, unless
Imriel can find his mother and bring her back to
Terre D'Ange to be executed for treason.
Catalog of Copyright Entries Rowman & Littlefield
"This series is like the best Sunday morning ever!"
says one reviewer - and I'm sure you'll think so, too!
The All I Want series follows Tori & Holly on their
journey from friends to lovers, and then throughout
the first couple of years of their formative
relationship. It chronicles their first Valentine’s
Day, their first trip away to Europe, their first
Pride, even their first arrest. The story tracks their
stormy arguments, their red-hot sex, their stuttering
growth, their highs and lows. If you like the sound
of a realistic and witty snapshot of modern lesbian
life, this is the series for you. Included in the six-
book boxset are: All I Want For Christmas All I
Want For Valentine's All I Want For Spring All I
Want For Summer All I Want For Autumn All I
Want Forever So join Tori & Holly on their
journey and binge-read their story today. With
nearly a quarter of a million words and a whole
host of laughs, it's a sure-fire page-turner from start
to finish! BUY IT TODAY!
English for Everyone: English Idioms Penguin
Every time someone changes sex, there's one less
freak in the world Meet the Divots. They seem a

happily married couple, in their cosy suburban
home in a cosy suburban town. Then, one day,
everything begins to change. Nick drops his
bombshell. He wants to become Nicola. Alison is
extremely upset, naturally. But she has more reason
than most to be upset, because she has a secret too.
She wants to become Alan. Nick has pulled the rug
from under her. However, she's always been the
supportive type and she'll wait her turn. Will Nick
become Nicola? Can Alison become Alan? Can
both partners in a marriage change sex and save
their marriage? What effect will this have on their
children, the sexy Emma and the hi-tech loner
Graham? There are dramatic changes in store for
them too - and for Alison's father, Bernie. In the
spirit of David Nobbs' acclaimed novel Going
Gently, Sex and Other Changes is a funny,
touching and compassionate study of what being a
man and a woman really means.
Ballou's Dollar Monthly Magazine S.E.
Gordon
We see mafias as vast, powerful organisations,
harvesting billions of dollars across the globe
and wrapping its tentacles around everything
from governance to finance. But is this the
truth? Travelling from mafia initiation
ceremonies in far-flung Russian cities to elite
gambling clubs in downtown Macau, Federico
Varese sets off in search of answers. Using
wiretapped conversations, interviews and
previously unpublished police records, he
builds up a picture of the real men and women
caught up in mafia life, showing their loves and
fears, ambitions and disappointments, as well as
their crimes. Mafia Life takes us into the real
world of organised crime, where mafia
henchmen worry about their bad managers and
have high blood pressure, assassinations are
bungled as often as they come off, and
increasing pressure from law enforcement
means that a life of crime is no longer lived in
the lap of luxury. As our world changes, so
must the mafia. Globalisation, migration and
technology are disrupting their traditions and
threatening their revenue streams, and the
mafiosi must evolve or die. Mafia Life is an
intense and totally compelling look at an
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organisation and the daily life of its members, as
it gets to grips with the modern world. Out now
in paperback.
Willowbury Series Boxset 1-3 Bonnier Publishing
Ltd.
Complete set of the Crescent City Fae saga (Books,
1-3) Includes: Influential Magic Irresistible Magic
Intoxicating Magic Influential Magic: It's tough
being a faery in New Orleans, a city fraught with
vampires... especially when their very existence
drains your life-force. Willow Rhoswen, owner of
The Fated Cupcake and part-time vampire hunter
for the Void is having a rough week. Four years
after her twin brother's mysterious death, Willow's
life is threatened and the director saddles her with a
new partner--her ex-boyfriend, David. To her
horror, he's turned vamp, which causes her
physical pain whenever she touches him... and any
other specimen of the undead. In order to save
Willow's life, David agrees to turn double agent
against the most powerful vampire organization in
New Orleans. Or so he says. And she's convinced
they know something about her brother's death.
Unsure where David's loyalties lie, she turns to
Talisen, her childhood crush, to help her solve the
mystery. Caught between two gorgeous men and a
director who'll stop at nothing to control Willow's
gifts, she'll have to follow her instincts and learn
who to trust. Otherwise, she risks losing more than
just her life. Irresistible Magic: Finding the perfect
dress can be hell... especially when a stranger tries
to gun you down in broad daylight. Void agent and
magical baker extraordinaire, Willow Rhoswen has
been anticipating her first date with Talisen
Kavanagh since she was sixteen. After eight years
of waiting, there are only two things that can stand
in her way--an assassination attempt and a new
game-changing drug. Talisen's invented a new
elixir that creates superhumans, ones that can rival
vampire strength, and everyone wants it. Including
the vampires. With Willow's life on the line, he
makes a deal with the devil, while she's forced to
accept the always-strings-attached protection from
the most notorious vampire organization in New
Orleans. But when Talisen and his drug go missing,
Willow will stop at nothing to find him, even if it
means working with her vampire-ex, David. With
souped-up humans, dangerous vampires, and more
questions than answers, Willow has less than twenty-

four hours to find him before everything changes
forever. Intoxicating Magic: Willow Rhoswen is
finally coming to terms with the fact that
Talisen--the healer she thought was the love of her
life--has left town and is trying to move on when a
rogue vampire poisons three of Allcot's guards.
With his most trusted security team on the verge of
death, the notorious Cryrique leader orders Willow
to bring Talisen back to New Orleans before it's too
late. But when she gets to her hometown of Eureka,
California, Willow once again finds herself the
target of her brother's murderer. And suddenly no
one is who they seem. With spies, secrets, and
undercover missions to navigate, Willow's
determined to not only survive but to do whatever it
takes to protect the ones she loves, all while
hopefully getting her happily-ever-after. fae, fairy,
faerie, vampires, urban fantasy, urban fantasy
romance, paranormal romance, magic
Country Turf NIAS Press
It's tough being a faery in New Orleans, a
city fraught with vampires... especially when
their very energy drains your life-force.
Willow Rhoswen, owner of The Fated
Cupcake and part-time vampire hunter for
the Void is having a rough week. Four years
after her twin brother's mysterious death,
Willow's life is threatened and the director
saddles her with a new partner--her ex-
boyfriend David. To her horror, he's turned
vamp, which causes her physical pain
whenever she touches him... and any other
specimen of the undead. In order to save
Willow's life, David agrees to turn double
agent against the most powerful vampire
organization in New Orleans. Or so he says.
And she's convinced they know something
about her bother's death. Unsure of where
David's loyalties lie, she turns to Talisen,
her childhood crush, to help her solve they
mystery. Caught between two gorgeous men
and a director who'll stop at nothing to
control Willow's gifts, she'll have to follow
her instincts and learn who to trust.
Otherwise she risks losing more than her
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life. fae, fairy, faerie, vampires, urban
fantasy, urban fantasy romance, paranormal
romance, magic
Mafia Life Orion
Tara Walker dreams of more excitement than
slinging plates of seafood for Cape Cod tourists,
but as she learns when she is attacked and
forced to fight for her life, fate sometimes has a
funny way of giving you exactly what you wish
for. Faced with strange new powers and
embroiled in a murder investigation, Tara must
now race to uncover the secrets of the ancient
Fury that has woken inside of her – and of the
evil that stalks her. As if Tara’s life hasn’t
gotten complicated enough, she is forced to ally
herself with Jackson Byrne, witness to her
assault and uncle to a pint-sized oracle whose
fate is intertwined with hers. Skeptical,
stubborn, and oh-so-sexy, Jackson wrestles with
demons of his own. He is determined to ignore
the attraction rising between them even faster
than the body count, but like it or not, he and
Tara need each other if they are to unravel the
mysteries that surround them.
Collier's Custard Books
At St Philomena Academy convent school,
Aurora finds more that just religious mystery to
explore. The arbitrary cruelty the nuns inflict
upon the pupils and the shameful secrets that
like dormant in the academy provoke Aurora
and her close-knit group of friends to ingenious
feats of cunning and guile. In Behind the
Stained-Glass Window, Patzi Raven allows the
reader to witness the workings of a world where
the oppression of children is institutionalized
and the rites of growing up are soiled by guilt.
In prose that weaves the past and present into
an almost Proustian translucence, Raven takes
on the urgent themes of adolescent piety, sexual
awakening and the intensity of female
friendship. Against the austere backdrop of the
convent, a charming and touching tale emerges
of the persistence of the sense of justice and the
value of friendship through time.
Littell's Living Age Bayou Moon Press, LLC

Following a disastrous encounter with a noble,
Myne finally resolves to say goodbye to her
family and friends in the lower city, changing
her name to “Rozemyne” and beginning her
new life as the adopted daughter of
Ehrenfest’s archduke. However, her days as
an archnoble in noble society are brutal, as she
is put through rigorous etiquette and magic
training on top of her duties as High Bishop and
forewoman. It all proves too much for a weak
little seven-year-old girl... Or it would have, had
the High Priest not offered her the keys to the
temple’s book room as a reward. If she could
get her hands on those, she’d be able to read
all sorts of precious books! Her name may have
changed, but Rozemyne’s passion for books
remains the same as she charges into a whole
new world! The detailed setting expands as the
printing industry grows in size. Here begins Part
3 of this bibliofantasy for book lovers
everywhere!
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